
ATLAS production system schema:
Simulated production jobs are fairly different from the user specific jobs, they are 
defined and structured in a common basis and embedded in the ATLAS production 
system, which  provides a common framework where any grid flavor may be 
integrated. It is formed from several individual elements which when plugged together 
provide the required functionality for the submission, tracking, recovery and validation 
of the jobs.

Abstract
In preparation for first data at the LHC, a series of Data Challenges, of increasing 
scale and complexity, have been performed. Large quantities of simulated data have 
been produced on three different Grids, integrated into the ATLAS production system. 
During 2006, the emphasis moved towards providing stable continuous production, as 
is required in the immediate run-up to first data, and thereafter.  Here, we discuss the 
experience of the production done on EGEE resources, using submission based on 
the gLite WMS, CondorG and a system using Condor Glide-ins. The overall walltime 
efficiency of around 90% is largely independent of the submission method, and the 
dominant source of wasted cpu comes from data handling issues. The efficiency of 
grid job submission is significantly worse than this, and the glide-in method benefits 
greatly from factorising this out.

Statistics (Nov’06-Sep’07) for the executors running on EGEE:

Executor #events Job eff. WCT eff.

Lexor 55M 55% 87%

CondorG 58M 53% 88%

CRONUS 37M 63% 87%

Combined 150M 57% 87%

Evolution of the efficiencies:

Resources on EGEE:
8 Tier-1s and ~40 Tier2/3s
26 Msi2k computing capacity
>130TB disk storage capacity
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Statistics (Nov’06-Sep’07) finished jobs:

Statistics (Nov’06-Sep’07) finished walltime:

Error breakdown - Job and Wall-time (Nov’06-Sep’07) :
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